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Why?

Partnerships / Sourcing specialty (md@cheonyu.com)

Price Competitiveness
For 15 years, We are currently supplying local franchise stores
It will ensure to provide you more competitive price than the manufacturer do.

Hold a million related products
We have been supplied more than 500+ new items from 
100+ manufacturers every month.

Pay Credit Card / Pay-pal
Pay with the world's most popular and secure payment methods
To help starting with little capital business founder

Reliability of supply
Our company is established on Sep, 2001's and having accumulated know-how for 15years.
We supply in Franchise stores as well as small traders and retail shops.

Availability of wholesales price for sample
We'll do utmost care with even single item.

All products are direct delivery service from our warehouse
We are shipped directly by packing all the goods and products provided by large warehouses.

Cheonyu.com is reasonable?

Korea B2B Gifts 
On-line Shopping mall
CHEONYU.COM



diary fabirc coin casetravel wallet fabirc pencil casebank book pocket felt pouchpencil pocket charger pouchtravel bag glasses pouch

travel bag passport cover

tote bag pencil pouchpouch zipper walletplanner neck zipper casemake-up pouch world map name tagbank book pocket world map

cross bag laptop clutchcooler bag wrapping paperunderwear bag pencil casenamecard album free notebook

No.25801 No.26498No.20143 No.26497No.26310 No.26461No.21001 No.26496No.23443 No.26460

No.23444 No.9821

No.23116 No.27727No.27516 No.27813No.25798 No.27638No.23115 No.20176No.15425 No.16009

No.23446 No.26458No.19702 No.24881No.24100 No.27726No.27512 No.27637

Try searching on the site as a unique product number
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bag  |  No.27523



slip-in album masking tapesquare frame masking tapeslip-in album masking tapecalendar masking tapediary masking tape

diary fabric stickerdiary fabric stickerdiary fabric stickerdiary fabric stickercalendar fabric sticker

pencil case fabric packdiary fabric packdiary fabric packdiary fabric packphoto diary fabric pack

No.27733 No.25588No.27200 No.25586No.27198 No.25581No.26036 No.25582No.25930 No.25583

No.25923 No.23992

No.24337 No.16989No.9213 No.16987No.14236 No.16991No.25511 No.16994No.26178 No.22271

No.25919 No.23990No.25678 No.23995No.25510 No.23748No.25670 No.17246

 Try searching on the site as a unique product number
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slip-in album  |  No.27733 fabric tape  |  No.24005



spring note daily pouchcircle pouch zipper walletspring note daily pouchsquare pouch spring notestudy planner spring note

galaxy note 3 case zipper wallet

pop art pouch sticker

i-phone case daily pouch

travel tag daily pouch

galaxy note case zipper wallet

i-phone 6 case daily pouch

masking tape pencil pouch

slipper flat wallet

gel pen cleaner

slipper bag

No.27757 No.27392No.26747 No.26782No.27754 No.27391No.26746 No.22421No.26745 No.22420

No.17532 No.21845

No.24930 No.24725

No.16053 No.19988

No.24174 No.18520

No.16888 No.21846

No.24179 No.18519

No.25612 No.18518

No.23915 No.27771

No.24858 No.15267

No.23916 No.24471

Try searching on the site as a unique product number
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zipper wallet  |  No.21846pen case  |  No.27756



Try searching on the site as a unique product number

pouch white board
No.27671 No.27847

line note note
No.25473 No.27763

pouch zipper file
No.25480 No.27588

pouch sticker
No.27672 No.27791

spring note
No.25485 No.27750

pouch tin case
No.25469 No.27560

card holder weekly scheduler
No.27673 No.27801

light waterproof bag light waterproof bag light waterproof bag light waterproof bag pencil case
No.25486 No.26083

half zip wallet band notebook
No.25482 No.27577

pouch memo board
No.27398 No.27748

pouch
No.25484 No.27656

cleaner tin bag
No.25477 No.27479

diary weekly scheduler
No.26095 No.27800

pen cup
No.25483 No.27596

pencil case eraser
No.25468 No.27441
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pencil case  |  No.27399 note  |  No.27762
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folding pencil case notedu-dum daily365 cotton pouchchristmas garland fur clutchdesk calendar mini notevocabulary note coloring book

diary schedule note

ballpen sticker

100days planner postcard book

thanks paper holiday card spring note

sticker pen

ballpen pouch

air balloon paper mat

fable magnet tag

pen case pouch

keyring i-phone case
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No.27480 No.27473No.25942 No.26267No.26192 No.26926No.25938 No.26266No.25134 No.25425

No.25935 No.25424

No.21168 No.22849

No.24554 No.24872

No.18839 No.20093

No.23768 No.24373

No.17804 No.14592

No.24275 No.23860

No.27665 No.2096

No.23557 No.23061

No.24441 No.18936

Try searching on the site as a unique product number

pen case  |  No.23557 coloring book  |  No.25425
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sticky album basic pouchpochette coin wllet weekly planner daily planner

basic pencase

basic pencase  |  No.27080

basic pouch

desk weekly pad

passport wallet

diary deco pack

pattern pouch

perytail edition

pattern knock pen

basic pouch

corner wallet

No.27887 No.27084No.27085 No.27083 No.27081

No.27080

No.24989

No.26437

No.24741

No.25623

No.23956

No.25383

No.23447

No.24992

No.23027

Try searching on the site as a unique product number

How to register a membership

How to buy (place an order)

Please visit our homepage [ www.cheonyu.com ]

To visit our web-site 
Cheonyu.com(www.cheonyu.com)
To placing orders

***

***

***

In case of mass order or
Temporarily out of stock,
Kindly send e-mail or inquire us 
at '1:1 price haggling corner'

Delivery / Shipping
Your order shall be shipped via EMS or
Mass order can be shipping by LCL cargo

(www.cheonyu.com)

Register

Input personal Information

Sign-in
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